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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON THE HEALTH PROFESSIONS AND HUMAN RIGHTS

Summary

Attached is an updated edition of the bibliography for medical groups which replaces those of 27 April 1984 (ORG 44/02/84) and 1 April 1987 (ORG 44/01/87). This version contains nearly all the references contained in the earlier bibliographies plus those added since 1987. In future, supplements will be issued to update the main document. New entries are marked with an asterisk [*].

Distribution

This circular is being sent to medical groups and to sections.

Recommended Actions

1. Medical groups should make this bibliography available to group members interested in the medical and human rights literature and to anyone seeking bibliographic information from the medical group.

2. Groups should notify the Medical Office of any significant omissions in this bibliography and, if possible, forward copies of relevant articles to the International Secretariat.
SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON THE HEALTH PROFESSIONS AND HUMAN RIGHTS

The attached bibliography lists articles and books on aspects of medicine and human rights. Publications are in English unless indicated otherwise. Where a publication has more than three authors, only the first is named. (This replaces earlier AI medical bibliographies ORG 44/01/87, 1 April 1987; ORG 44/02/84, 27 April 1984; and ORG 44/15/81, 29 October 1981.)

Publications are arranged in seven categories:

1) Torture and exile
   1.1 General
   1.2 Physical and psychological sequelae
   1.3 Health care
   1.4 Torturers
   1.5 Medical profession
2) Medical Ethics and Human Rights
3) Death Penalty
4) Mental Health and Human Rights
5) Prison Medicine
6) Forensic Science and Human Rights
7) Reports of Medical Investigative Trips

To avoid duplication, publications are usually listed only once under the most appropriate heading but can, of course, be relevant in more than one subject area. In some cases, only the latest article in a series by the same author has been included.

The bibliography is not a definitive one and for further references groups are referred to some of the items listed here which themselves have extensive bibliographies, notably:

The fullest biographical details available have been given to allow individuals to obtain copies via normal medical library services. If you do have difficulty in obtaining any of the publications listed here, please contact the Medical Office at the International Secretariat.

The inclusion of a publication in this bibliography does not necessarily indicate Amnesty International's support for the views expressed therein, which remain those of the authors.
SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY ON THE HEALTH PROFESSIONS
AND HUMAN RIGHTS

1. TORTURE AND EXILE
1.1 TORTURE - GENERAL


[Includes chapter on psychological effects of disappearance.]


[Summaries of papers presented at an AI meeting in San José, Costa Rica in January, 1980.]


[Outlines abuses committed against members of health professions and the response of South African medical bodies to human rights violations.]


[Comprehensive country-by-country survey of torture since 1980.]


[*] Entries added since the last version of the AI bibliography (1987).


[Originally published in the 18th century, this is a classic argument against the use of torture by the state.]


[Brings together writings on torture by the C19th English utilitarian philosopher Jeremy Bentham.]


[Includes discussion of the psychology of the Nazi concentration camp.]


[Account of the experiences in Chile of a British doctor who was arrested and tortured by Chilean security.]


[Nineteen papers divided into four sections (repressive society; torture; exile-return; assistance and therapy) reflecting the experiences of the Chilean human rights organization, CODEPU, from the time of the 1973 military coup until 1989.]


*Comisión de Derechos Humanos. La Persecución a Profesionales en el Sector Salud en Panama [The persecution of health professionals in Panama]. Comisión de Derechos Humanos (Asociación de Médicos, Odontólogos y Profesionales Afines de la Caja de Seguro Social), Apartado 2448, Panama 3, June 1988, 17pp.


Daly RJ. Torture and other forms of cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment. In: Helping Victims of Violence: Proceedings of a WHO Working Group on the Psychosocial Consequences of Violence,

[Includes case studies of individuals affected by the anti-colonial conflict in Algeria where the author was a psychiatrist.]


[Includes discussion of effects of isolation and reduced sensory stimulation.]


[Outlines the elements of the European torture convention which allow both systematic and unannounced prison visits.]


[Account of detention and torture by a man arrested by agents of the Greek military government of 1967-74.]


[*] Entries added since the last version of the AI bibliography (1987).


[Account of the role of doctors in Nazi concentration camps.]


Olcese M. *Isolément et torture [Isolation and torture].* Migration/Santé [Paris], 1986, 46.


[Historical study of the use of torture from the ancient world to today. Includes medical aspects.]


*Physicians for Human Rights. Record.* Quarterly newsletter from 1988. PHR, 58 Day Street, Somerville, MA 02144, USA.


Rivas F. *La Tortura*. *Vida Médica* [Santiago], September 1983, pp. 53-7. [The author was Secretary-General of the Colegio Medico de Chile.]


Smelulers J. Medisch onderzoek na martelingen - enkele algemene aspecten. [Medical investigation into torture - some general aspects]. *Medisch Contact*, 1979, 14:439-40. (Dutch)


[*] Entries added since the last version of the AI bibliography (1987).
[Analysis of torture and of its effects on victims as well as an examination of torturers.]


1.2 TORTURE AND EXILE - PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL SEQUELAE


Ager I, et al. [Torture victims - on the psychotherapy of refugees who have been submitted to torture]. *Nordisk Psykologi*, 1985, **37**:177-92.


Allodi F. The psychiatric effects of political persecution and torture in children and families of victims. *Canada's Mental Health*, 1980, **28**:8-10. (See also *Danish Medical Bulletin*, 1980, **27**:229-32.


[*] Entries added since the last version of the AI bibliography (1987).


*Bendfeldt F. Tortura gubernamental de naturaleza política: algunos aspectos psicológicos particulares y generales. [Torture by government for political reasons: particular and general psychological aspects]. In: *La tortura política en Guatemala* [CITGUA, Cuadernos 6], Mexico City: Ciencia y Tecnología para Guatemala (Apdo. Postal 20-608, Mexico DF 01000)


Bro-Rasmussen F, Rasmussen OV. Torture by phalange: is torture by phalanga the cause of a closed compartment syndrome in the feet, and is this a common syndrome? Ugeskrift for Laeger, 1978, 140:3197-2021.


*Ceres A. et al. Incidencia de 4 patologías comunes en victimas sometidas a prision prolongada. [Incidence of four pathologies commonly found in long-term prisoners]. Intercambio, SERSOC (Montevideo) 1986.


[Describes torture in the contemporary world.]


[*] Entries added since the last version of the AI bibliography (1987).


Rasmussen OV. Medical aspects of torture. Danish Medical Bulletin, 1990, 37: Supplement, 88 pp. [Monograph: PhD thesis] [Summarizes the results of medical investigations on 200 victims of torture examined in Denmark and abroad during author's work with Danish AI medical group.]


Smeulers J. Medisch onderzoek na martelingen [Medical investigation after torture - some general aspects]. *Medisch Contact*, 1979, **14**:439-40


[*] Entries added since the last version of the AI bibliography (1987).

Zuckerman M. Perceptual isolation as a stress situation: a review. *Archives of General Psychiatry*, 1964, **11**:253-76.
1.3 TORTURE AND EXILE - HEALTH CARE


Amati S. Quelques réflexions sur la torture pour introduire une discussion psychanalytique [Some thoughts on torture to start a psychoanalytic discussion]. Archive AICT (Association Internationale Contre la Torture), Geneva: 1975. Mimeo. (French)


[The authors describe their work with ex-political prisoners in Chile.]


[*] Entries added since the last version of the AI bibliography (1987).


[Paper based on the experiences of work with the Medical Foundation for the Care of Victims of Torture, London.]


[Describes the psychotherapeutic approach of the International Rehabilitation and Research Centre for Torture Victims (RCT) in Copenhagen.]


[*] Entries added since the last version of the AI bibliography (1987).
Working Group. *El Exilio de los Niños* [Children in Exile]. Published by the Working Group, Amsterdam, December 1981 [Spanish/Dutch].

[Studies on the children of Latin American political exiles living in the Netherlands.]

1.4 TORTURE AND EXILE - TORTURERS


de la Cruz M. *Psicopatologia del torturador: sadismo* [Psychopathology of the torturer: sadism]. *Clinica y analisis grupal*, 1977, 2:38-44.


[Interview with a self-confessed Uruguayan torturer.]


[Describes the training of torturers in Greece during the period of military rule (1967-74).]


*Istoé* (São Paulo). *Do fundo dos poroes.* [In the depth of the dungeons.] 1 April 1987; and *Longe do ponto final.* [Far from the full stop.] 8 April 1987.

[An interview with a Brazilian doctor concerning his work with Brazilian security in the 1970s.]


[Describes series of psychological experiments intended to determine whether the "average citizen" could be persuaded by authority figures to carry out acts causing injury to others.]


[Discusses the case of an Indian woman who was subjected to torture in 1974 and who is still seeking legal redress.]


[*] Entries added since the last version of the AI bibliography (1987).
[Describes the attempts of human rights activists to expose torture in Brazil and to overturn the amnesty law in Uruguay which rendered the military immune from prosecution for torture.]
1.5 TORTURE AND EXILE - MEDICAL PROFESSION


*Amnesty International. Involvement of medical personnel in abuses against prisoners and detainees. AI Index: ACT 75/05/90, August 1990.


[*] Entries added since the last version of the AI bibliography (1987).


[Discusses political conflict within the Chilean Medical Association prior to, and after the coup of 11 September 1973.]


[Reports on an AI seminar on medicine at risk held in Paris in January 1989.]


[Discusses the role played by medical associations in Uruguay in opposing medical participation in torture and presents results of disciplinary hearings.]

[Examines the issue of medical acquiescence in human rights violations in South Africa.]

*Rivas F. Doctor torturers penalised by their professional body in a country where torture is practised. *Danish Medical Journal*, 1987, **34**:191-2.  
[Brief account of the Chilean experience.]

[Documents the increasing role of the Chilean Medical Association in actively opposing torture and medical involvement.]


[*] Entries added since the last version of the AI bibliography (1987).
2. MEDICAL ETHICS AND HUMAN RIGHTS


Cauchois E. *Problèmes posés aux médecins par la torture [Problems caused to doctors by torture]*. MD thesis, Faculty of Medicine, Saint Antoine, Paris, 1980.


Colegio Medico de Chile (AG). *Etica Médica: Normas y Documentos [Medical Ethics: Standards and Documents]*. Santiago: Colegio Médico de Chile, 1986, 158pp. [Comprehensive collection of International Ethical Codes and Chilean Medical Association Codes including those relating to the medical care of detainees.]


[*] Entries added since the last version of the AI bibliography (1987).


Hodges C. "This meeting unequivocally condemns the usage of medical personnel in enforcement of inhuman laws and degrading measures." *BMA News Review*, September 1981, pp.32-40. [The title is a resolution adopted at a British Medical Association meeting in 1981. The article presents evidence of medical involvement in torture.]


[The author was detained in Santiago after the 1973 coup in Chile.]


[*] Entries added since the last version of the AI bibliography (1987).
3. DEATH PENALTY


*Bernstein T. "A grand success": the first legal electrocution was fraught with controversy which flared between Edison and Westinghouse. IEEE Spectrum, 1973 (February), 10:5-8.


[Account of the lead up to the bungled electrocution of John Evans in Alabama in 1983, written by his lawyer.]


[Comprehensive discussion of medical ethics and execution by lethal injection.]


*Electrocution as 'cruel and unusual punishment'. The United States Law Week, 1985, 53:3773-76.


[*] Entries added since the last version of the AI bibliography (1987).


[Brief account of the origins of electrocution and the role of the prison doctor.]


[Surveys the various psychiatric ethical issues raised by the death penalty.]


[Argues in favour of execution by lethal injection with medical participation to allow the harvesting of the organs of the executed.]


[Surveys the execution of juveniles in the USA and individual responses.]

*Sufrin Ron, 'Everything is in order, Warden': a discussion of death in the gas chamber. *Suicide and Life-Threatening Behavior*, 1976, 6:44-57.


[*] Entries added since the last version of the AI bibliography (1987).
4. MENTAL HEALTH AND HUMAN RIGHTS


[ Presents detailed documentation of political abuse of psychiatry in the USSR.]


Bukovsky V, Gluzman S. A Manual on Psychiatry for Dissidents, Appendix VI in *Russia's Political Hospitals* (eds. S. Bloch, P. Reddaway)


*Howells Spalding J. La personne humaine et la psychiatrie: coopération entre professionnels et bénévoles en vue d'assurer la protection des droits des patients en psychiatrie [The individual and psychiatry: cooperation between professionals and volunteers to assure the protection of the rights of psychiatric patients]. Les Cahiers Médico-sociaux (Geneva), 1985, 29:167-74.


[Paper by Soviet psychiatrist presenting his personal observations of political abuse of psychiatry. He was subsequently given a 12 year sentence for anti-Soviet activity.]


Ochberg FJ, Gunn J. The psychiatrist and the policeman. Psychiatric Annals, 1980, 10:30-44.


[*] Entries added since the last version of the AI bibliography (1987).


5. PRISON MEDICINE


[∗] Entries added since the last version of the AI bibliography (1987).
6. FORENSIC SCIENCE AND HUMAN RIGHTS


[*] Entries added since the last version of the AI bibliography (1987).
7. REPORTS OF MEDICAL INVESTIGATIVE TRIPS


[*] Entries added since the last version of the AI bibliography (1987).